Baylor students and two Japanese students sit together in a picture booth in Tokyo. Lauging, they the young people take multiple pictures before they decorate their favor before and two Japanese students colors and clipart.

As a partner at Naman, Smith said that David Lianolost Limited Liability company. Smith dedicates a lot of his time to teaching and development time or 'I wish I had taken va-{
ication time' or 'I wish I had taken wa{
ized more both mentally and physically.

When Smith and Jodi trek over a crevice. Liano and Smith climbed together for an entire mountain climbing trip on Lhotse. Smith climbed together for an entire mountain climbing trip on Lhotse.

By aS So c i a t ed Pr eS

They are able to meet and teach each other.

As a partner at Naman, Smith said that David Lloydled the 650-mile cross-country skiing trip. Smith had been able to complete all of this while keep{
the successful business and marriage in balance.

Looking for："the wild places you want to live and explore and see what you want to see.”
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The program is designed to honor great teachers promote dialogue in about the value of teaching and the development of great teaching within depart{
ments. The program will be an{
ounced in spring 2010 and spring 2011. All of the finalists were nominated based on presentations at Baylor this semester.

The other three winners are Elliot West, an alumni distinguished professor of history and the University of Arkansas and Edward Burger, distinguished professor of mathematics and Gaudino Scholar at Williams College.
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Letters still relevant in technology age

BY KELSEY MOHR

There are never enough hours in the day. In between classes, homework, a job, organizations and friends, who has enough time to sit down and write a letter? A few people in our lives, I think. It is important to take the time to write to those people that you love the quick-fix as much as the next person and is an inexpensive way to do something unexpected for someone else. It may seem inconvenient, but is well-timed and include a personal touch. Thank you notes should be specific, sincere and articulate. Poets and writers really have time to sit down and write a love letter is a word that is thrown around as much as the word "love."清澈的

A letter can brighten someone’s day as much as a text can make that person feel important. There are never enough hours in the day, even without hours set aside to write letters. So roll your eyes and tell me I’m right, because letters are still relevant to our society.

As the 2009 president of the Baylor Alumni Association, I have had the opportunity to respond to a letter to the editor by Baylor student, Jessica Acklen.

In the Sept. 29 edition of the Baylor Lariat regarding the proposal that Baylor’s regents and interim administration made to the BAA on Sept. 19.

In that letter, Ms. Acklen asked the BAA and Baylor to respond to two questions: “Would the Baylor Alumnae give the Baylor and the BAA each an opportunity to publish a story worthy of the attention of the alumni even though this story might cast the university in a negative light?” and “Is this the time to publish articles that only three home games left on the schedule, having a solid crowd roaring on a crucial third-down play; celebrating a long touchdown, is essential to amplifying the team’s efforts. With only three home games left on the schedule, make Baylor football a priority on your Saturday — not a social option.

Subscription Policy

A subscription to the Lariat costs $45 for two semesters and $85 check at One Bear Place Box 97330, Waco, TX, 76798-7330 or by calling (254) 710-2642. The Lariat does not accept letters, fax or e-mail, as the deadline for publication is 2 p.m. on Wednesdays. Please address all letters to the Lariat, One Bear Place Box 97330, Waco, TX, 76798-7330 or e-mail Lariat_ads@baylor.edu. Visa, Discover and MasterCard payments may be phoned to 254-710-8499.

Opinion Policy

The Baylor Lariat welcomes reader viewpoints through letters to the editor for publication. Letters must be original and should not exceed 300 words. Letters published in the Lariat are not necessitated by the Baylor administration, the Baylor Board of Regents or the Baylor Student Publications Board. Letters to the editor should include: the writer’s name, major, graduation year, phone number and student identification number. Non-student writers should include their address. Letters that focus on an issue affecting students or faculty may be considered for a guest column at the editor’s discretion. All submissions become the property of The Baylor Lariat. The Lariat reserves the right to edit letters for grammar, length, style and content. Letters should be e-mailed to Lariat_office@baylor.edu or by calling 254-710-8499.

www.BAYLORLARIAT.com

© 2009, Baylor University
Bears Down makes its return

A Student Foundation member bears a suit on Monday, at the registration for Bears Down, a bicycle race which began in the '70s but hasn’t been held since 2002. The race is being brought back to mark the organization’s 40th anniversary.

"Cyber Security involves so much more than just keeping your computer safe," Beth Walker said. "It’s also about protecting yourself and your personal information."

Walker believes that it’s important to educate everyone about how to protect their online safety.

"Taking care of your online identity is just as important as taking care of your physical identity," she said. "It’s important to be aware of the risks and to take measures to prevent identity theft."

Some practical tips would be to:

- Keep your passwords strong and unique. Don’t reuse the same password for multiple accounts.
- Be cautious of phishing emails or calls. If you receive a request for personal information, verify the source first.
- Regularly check your credit reports. If you find any unauthorized activity, report it immediately.

Additionally, using a password manager can help you keep track of your passwords and ensure they are strong and unique. It’s important to be vigilant and take steps to protect your online identity.

You can play a role in promoting cybersecurity by sharing these tips with your friends and family. Together, we can make the internet a safer place for everyone.
New Road
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Garland freshman Nick Florence (No. 11) secures the ball as he scrambles against Kent State University.

Florence finished the first half with an effective 10-for-14 passing with 133 yards, but portrayed an after ego on the opening series of the second half. Florence went 1 for 2 and 1 yard and 10 yards before eventually breaking free on a 99-yard touchdown run.

While players joked of the scariness freshman's ability to scramble under pressure, they realized how viable Florence's presence was.

"I was kind of messing with him about because a lot of people didn't think he could run like that," freshman running back Jarred Salubi said after the game. "He really proved himself today."

Florence affirmed his ability to run with the football in the beginning of the second quarter. On third-and-goal, Florence darted out of an empty backfield and past six yards before heating his body into the end zone. For Florence, the run characterized the determination Florence often speaks.

"He's got a little moxie to get-dirty, drive around and create something. He did exactly what we thought he would do."

Florence's second touchdown run accompanied a productive drive for the 6-2, 195-pounder. With the Bears in a 22-yard formation, the Golden Flashes harried Florence, who ran wasted in and out of traffic before getting tackled into the end zone.

"A hole opened up, I took it and our receivers made blocks on the outside, so it worked," said Florence, who finished the game with 279 total yards.

With a game against an ailing University of Oklahoma quarterback team looming, Florence may have prevented somewhat of a competition at the quarterback position. However, Briles mentioned he will look further into the matter as the week progresses and Szymanski's health improves.

"I haven't seen yet," Briles said. "I just have to see how Blake's scheduled to be. We have a little history of Blake through practice and the spring ball, but Nick certainly did a good job (against Kent State University)."

Nick Florence (11) runs through the SCU defense for a touchdown. Florence finished the first half with an effective 10-for-14 passing with 133 yards, but portrayed an after ego on the opening series of the second half. Florence went 1 for 2 and 1 yard and 10 yards before eventually breaking free on a 99-yard touchdown run.

The Bears are one of the few teams in the country to have a backup quarterback on the roster. While players joked of the scariness freshman's ability to scramble under pressure, they realized how viable Florence's presence was. "I was kind of messing with him about because a lot of people didn't think he could run like that," freshman running back Jarred Salubi said after the game. "He really proved himself today."

Florence affirmed his ability to run with the football in the beginning of the second quarter. On third-and-goal, Florence darted out of an empty backfield and past six yards before heating his body into the end zone. For Florence, the run characterized the determination Florence often speaks.

"He's got a little moxie to get-dirty, drive around and create something. He did exactly what we thought he would do."

Florence's second touchdown run accompanied a productive drive for the 6-2, 195-pounder. With the Bears in a 22-yard formation, the Golden Flashes harried Florence, who ran wasted in and out of traffic before getting tackled into the end zone."A hole opened up, I took it and our receivers made blocks on the outside, so it worked," said Florence, who finished the game with 279 total yards.

With a game against an ailing University of Oklahoma quarterback team looming, Florence may have prevented somewhat of a competition at the quarterback position. However, Briles mentioned he will look further into the matter as the week progresses and Szymanski's health improves."I haven't seen yet," Briles said. "I just have to see how Blake's scheduled to be. We have a little history of Blake through practice and the spring ball, but Nick certainly did a good job (against Kent State University)."
ACL draws in 137 bands

By ASH ANDERSON
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

Once a year, more than 100 bands gather in Austin for a three-day festival known only as Austin City Limits. The eclectic mix of genres, artists and cultures act as an oasis for weary journeymen that have traveled from all over the country for this annual extravaganza.

Sitting under the appreciated shade of the media tent, Jonathan Tyler and the Northern Lights welcomed the opportunity to talk, simply because they enjoy talking to people that are interested in their music.

Hailing from Dallas, the band found its roots by creating a blues and rock cocktail — a flavor that's only gotten sweeter as the band has found its own niche in a world filled with struggling musicians.

When Tyler and Kansas, the band's lead guitarist, discovered bassist Nick Vox and drummer Jordan Cain, the added talent only fueled the band's desire to reach out to the world with their distinct and brilliant sound. Tyler produced the first album himself, and later the band was able to win others over by avoiding anything cookie-cutter in terms of lyrics or rhythm.

Having recently signed with Atlantic Records, Jonathan Tyler and the Northern Lights have put in countless hours making sure that their trademark edge is as sharp as it can possibly be.

"We've been able to spend a lot more time making music," Tyler said. "We have no choice. It's very professional. Making music isn't easy. "

Making music isn't easy, but the hours don't make it any easier. "We spent 17 days in the studio, about nine or 10 hours a day," Vox said.

As a testament to their success, Tyler and the band recently snatched up three awards at the Dallas Music Awards in August: Best Group, Best Male Vocalist and Best Blues Act.

But Tyler doesn't let any of their status go to his head. "Awards mean nothing to me," he said. "It's like one person trying to compare two paintings. One person can't say that, 'This painting is better than that painting' or, 'That painting is better than this painting' because someone else could come along and say something entirely different.

"Cats have even gone as far as comparing them to icons such as Jimi Hendrix, Lenny Kravitz and Stevie Ray Vaughn — just positions that Tyler isn't so sure about. "It's nice that people compare us to them," Tyler said, "but that's treading on classic territory."

The band recently came to Baylor to play for Kappa Alpha Theta's "Theta Rocks the Casa" event. Kansas said the band was pleased with the reaction from those that attended the event. "The women of Kappa Alpha Theta were very receptive, very energetic. They knew the words to our songs."

For Jonathan Tyler and the Northern Lights, having people know the words to their songs is something that they should get used to.

Jonathan Tyler and the Northern Lights entertain fans with tunes